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France’s Fillon already a favourite in next elections
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

F 

rench former prime minis-
ter François Fillon, a social 
conservative, looks set 
to dominate next year’s 
presidential elections af-

ter securing a smooth path to the 
Republican Party nomination, with 
many expecting France to lurch to 
the right on immigration and mul-
ticulturalism after four years of So-
cialist rule.

Fillon, 62, beat former president 
Nicolas Sarkozy and former prime 
minister Alain Juppé to secure the 
conservative Republican Party 
nomination for president. With 
France’s ruling Socialist Party in dis-
array — President François Hollande 
has announced he will not seek a  
second term — there appear to be 
few impediments to Fillon’s path to 
Élysée Palace next year. Both defeat-
ed rivals, viewed as being less con-
servative than Fillon, immediately 
pledged support for his campaign.

Fillon leads the polls, which have 
been a poor predictor of votes in 
2016, with most political analysts 
saying that France’s presidential 
elections will end in a second-
round vote between Fillon and the 
far-right National Front’s Marine Le 
Pen, with Fillon winning easily.

The same polls, however, had 
largely dismissed Fillon during 
the race for the nomination but he 
gained popularity following the 
recent publication of a book called 
Conquering Islamic Totalitarianism 
that helped burnish his right-wing 
credentials. “France is more right 
wing than it has ever been,” Fillon 
acknowledged.

“It is bad news. The election of 
Fillon is a sign that the right has 
drifted to the far right,” French hu-
man rights activist Yasser Louati 
said.

“His rhetoric was directly target-
ing Muslims, although he doesn’t 
say Muslims. He says ‘Islamic total-
itarianists’. This rhetoric appealed 
to the most radical reactionary 
fringe of the French population and 
it is a discourse that does find pur-
chase in the French political land-
scape and can be seen by both the 
right and the left,” he said.

Analysts say Fillon’s victory 
could potentially slow Le Pen’s rise, 
as both candidates promote similar 
policies on immigration and social 
issues and would compete for the 
same voters.

“Yes, Marine Le Pen is in trouble 
now. Fillon does have a similar dis-
course as with her but without the 
evil tag of the National Front on his 
back. So people can now vote for 
Fillon and not feel guilty for voting 
for a party that has a history of anti-
Semitism and neo-Nazi sympathy,” 
Louati said.

With the first round of the vote 
scheduled for April and no consen-
sus figure emerging among France’s 
left wing, hopes for a major upset 
look slim. “So far the two main can-
didates are definitely François Fil-
lon and Marine Le Pen,” Louati said.

In his victory speech, Fillon 
pledged unprecedented change. “I 
will take up an unusual challenge 
for France. To tell the truth and 
completely change its software,” 
he said. Fillon’s campaign for the 
nomination had seen the reserved 
and impassive veteran politician 
vent about the French status quo, 
calling for major social and eco-

nomic reform and strongly defend-
ing “French values”.

Fillon, known to be a fan of the 
late British prime minister Mar-
garet Thatcher, has promised tax 
and spending cuts, to slash public 
sector jobs and weaken France’s 
powerful trade unions. He has also 
strongly criticised France’s Social-
ist Party for its weak response to 
immigration.

“I will defend those [French] val-
ues and we will share them with 
everyone who, with their differenc-
es, loves France,” Fillon said during 
a presidential debate. He had earli-
er emphatically criticised multicul-
turalism. “No, France is not a multi-

cultural nation. When you come to 
someone’s house, by courtesy, you 
don’t take over,” he said.

Fillon has also promised to tackle 
immigration, saying that he intends 
to reduce immigration to its “strict 
minimum” and has promised to de-
feat Islamic terrorism, which has 
been linked to the killing of more 
than 230 people in France over an 
18-month period. Domestically, 
Fillon has promised “administra-
tive controls” on Islam, including 
banning preaching in Arabic. “The 
bloody invasion of Islamism into 
our daily life could herald a third 
world war,” he warned in Conquer-
ing Islamic Totalitarianism.

For human rights activists, such 
as Louati, Fillon’s election is evi-
dence of the homogenisation of 
French views towards identity 
politics and the idea of “French val-
ues”.

“Everybody [during the next 
election] will agree on identity 
politics,” Louati said. “That won’t 
go away… Even under the current 
Socialist government, this is clear 
to see in its policies and how it re-
acted in the wake of the attacks. So 
there clearly is a shift to the right in 
France.”

Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab 
Weekly correspondent in London.
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France’s presidential 
elections is expected 
to end in a second-
round vote between 
Fillon and Marine Le 
Pen.

Analysts say Fillon’s 
victory could 
potentially slow Le 
Pen’s rise.

François Fillon’s likely Middle East policy

I
n late August 2013, François 
Fillon denounced in no 
uncertain terms a prospec-
tive US-French bombing 
operation against Syria that 
seemed very likely after it 

was alleged chemicals weapons 
had been used by the regime of 
President Bashar Assad.

Fillon’s denunciation caused 
quite a stir in Paris as convention 
dictates that a French politician 
does not undercut his own 
country’s foreign policy from 
abroad. The shock was all the 
greater as the former French 
prime minister was speaking 
from the Valdai Discussion Club, 
where the Russian president 
gathers senior officials and 
strategists every year.

At the time, there was every 
likelihood of the United Kingdom 
joining in the operation but the 
British prime minister, David 
Cameron, then lost a vote in the 
House of Commons. US President 
Barack Obama decided to ask the 
US Congress for its support, 
which was refused. This left 
French officials aghast and 
President François Hollande 
looking stupid.

Fillon’s attitude towards Syria 
is part of a broader Gaullist world 
view that believes France should 
drop sanctions imposed by the 
European Union and the United 
States on Russia following the 
latter’s annexation of Crimea. 

Closer ties to the former Soviet 
Union and to Russia belong to 
this conceptual framework that is 
shared by many French politi-
cians of the left and right. It is not 
simply a matter of realpolitik.

What is not in doubt is that 
Obama’s failure to follow through 
with his threat of military 
intervention in Syria left the field 
open to Russia’s effective 
diplomatic and military interven-
tion. It marked that country’s 
grand re-entry into the Middle 
East game after a 20-year 
absence.

Well before that date, however, 
Fillon was prime minister of a 
French government that helped 
modernise the Russian armed 
forces, notably by allowing the 
sale of two Mistral-class amphibi-
ous assault ships to the Russian 
Navy in 2011, a deal cancelled in 
2014 by Hollande.

The newly anointed conserva-
tive presidential candidate shares 
with Russian President Vladimir 
Putin a conviction that Christian-
ity is under threat from Islam, an 
idea that strongly resonates in 
France, which has been trauma-
tised by jihadist terrorism.

The two men share a very 
conservative social ideology but 
how far France can go in calling 
for an end to EU-US sanctions 
against Russia and go against 
France’s closest ally, Germany, 
remains in doubt. What US 
President-elect Donald Trump 
decides will carry far more 
weight.

Where Syria is concerned, 
Fillon has a weak hand to play. A 
country that had, since the 
second world war, been a good 

friend to France, its former colon-
iser, was lost when former 
president Jacques Chirac decided 
to back claims that the Lebanese 
prime minister Rafik Hariri had 
been assassinated by Syrian 
agents in 2003. The allegations 
proved to be unfounded but the 
accusations infuriated Assad and 
France lost much of its traditional 
influence in Damascus to Amer-
ica.

Fillon has said a deal should be 
done with the Syrian leader as he 
is best placed to defeat the 
Islamic State, despite his brutal-
ity in repressing the revolt that 
has engulfed his country since 
2011.

Fillon probably never believed 
France, Britain or the United 
States had any intention of 
putting boots on the grounds to 
get rid of Assad. This reluctance 
has long made the grandstanding 
of US, French and British leaders 
vis-à-vis Assad ring hollow. 
France’s strong backing for Israel, 
which has characterised the 
presidencies of Nicolas Sarkozy 
and Hollande, is unlikely to 
change.

Where North Africa is con-
cerned, strong support for 
Tunisia’s democratic experiment 
will continue as will close ties 
with Morocco. Algeria is more of a 
puzzle.

Traditionally, the provincial 
Catholic middle classes, from 
whose ranks Fillon hails, have no 
love lost for a country that was 
once part of France but Fillon’s 
determination to fight Islamist 
terror will go down well in 
Algiers. Since independence in 
1962, Algerian leaders have 

preferred dealing with conserva-
tive presidents in Paris rather 
than socialist ones.

Algeria is a good market for 
French exports, boasts a very 
active diplomacy and remains a 
key bulwark against Islamist 
terrorism in North Africa. It 
enjoys good relations with Iran 
and has recently been asked by 
Saudi Arabia, with whom 
relations have long been frosty, 
to help bring the two sides to the 
negotiation table in Yemen.

So, while the Catholic provin-
cial middle classes might not like 
the idea of closer relations with 
the former Algérie française, nor 
does the leader of the National 
Front, against whom he might 
well be pitted in the run-off next 
May. Fillon knows that winning 
presidential elections remains 
essentially predicated on 
domestic policies. That is 
unlikely to change.

Be it Syria or Russia, but 
particularly in the first case, 
France will continue to enjoy an 
essentially walk-on part. As 
much as French people may be 
appalled by what is happening in 
Syria they have no desire to get 
further involved. While presi-
dential elections are decided on 
essentially domestic issues, a 
major Islamist-inspired terrorist 
attack before the election would 
probably strengthen the hand of 
a candidate seen as having wide 
experience in government, 
which is not the case of the 
National Front’s Marine Le Pen.

Francis Ghilès is an associate fellow 
at the Barcelona Centre for International 
Affairs.
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View point
Fillon’s 
attitude 
towards 
Syria is part 
of a broader 
Gaullist 
world view.

Strong support for Tunisia’s 
democratic experiment will 
continue as will close ties with 
Morocco.


